
Building the Hilton Space Station 5 
 

I was 16, in high school, and it was 1968. My best friend told me he just 
saw a movie I needed to see. He told me it was better than Star Trek 
which at the time I had been watching with great enthusiasm. 

My friend Mike and I were huge science fans and loved anything 
aerospace. We watched all the missions in the 60’s and lived, ate and 
slept space exploration and actual science fiction. I say that because 
actual science fiction (not science fantasy) has science in the story. We 
read Author C Clarke, Larry Niven, Ray Bradbury, K. Dick, Heinlein, 
Asimov, and more. 

His telling me about this film; “2001: a space odyssey” was enough. 
When the weekend arrived I hopped on a greyhound bus and went to 
the San Francisco Golden Gate Cinerama Theater. I will never forget 
sitting there listening to the intro music of Gregory Ligeti. Already the 
mood and the awe were set. Then the theater lights dimmed and a 
MGM Lion was projected on the curtains. They slowly opened as the 
first notes from Also Sprach Zarathustra played. A dark shadow of the 
moon moved down screen revealing the Earth and the Sun rising over 
the Earth. I had come home! 

I could go on and on at length about Kubrick’s genius and the effect this 
powerful film had on my life. The film made me who I am today and it’s 
never stopped being as fresh, new, and inspiring to me to this day. 

The short story is at that moment I decided my life’s course. I didn’t go 
into aerospace as I had intended, but instead became obsessed with all 



things Stanley Kubrick. I became a film maker. My first job was as an 
intern with Francis Coppola at the American Zoetrope. Later in 1973, I 
moved to LA and became a special effects Makeup artist, model and 
prop maker. I enjoyed a colorful 40 plus year career and worked on Star 
Trek to Ghostbusters, to name a few. I even made Spock’s ears for the 
first Star Trek movie. 

Today I live in Ventura by the sea. I live with the love of my life Mary 
Cacciapaglia and together we own and operate SNG Studio where we 
still do VFX work, visual effects and model work for the past 7 years. 
Mostly we pursue our own interests and as of late,( 2001 always on my 
mind) I have to date recreated 3 things from 2001, Moonwatcher, the 
Starchild, and Space Station 5. I have more planned and I have even 
created VR 2001 experiences for Vive. I plan stories for. 

Space Station 5 
I told the story about Moonwatcher. I picked it first because of my long 
career as a Hollywood as a special-effects makeup artist. But always, 
inside, I was a spaceman first. Aerospace is my blood and I always 
wanted to be part of it and building spacecraft models was always one 
way. Building model rockets and RC airplanes and jets was another. It 
allowed me to meet so many people from the aerospace industry and 
continues to do so, to this day. 

I remember when I got the email from my friend Adam Savage. “Could 
you build the space station from 2001 and could you do it in two 
months?”  



 Adam has called me the Swiss army knife of makers. A compliment 
indeed, but still, 8 weeks was a tall order to do a model like this from 
scratch. There are no kits, plans or much reference to make it easy in 
anyway. All you could do is research the net, grab every frame grab 
from the film you can and start putting masters together. 

There had been other models built from an 8 footer to smaller ones 
over the years but they did help serve as the best reference but rather 
they encouraged me to press on. 

The model was to be 36 inches in diameter. It doesn’t sound too large 
but once I started getting it to scale on paper it was a bit overwhelming, 
considering the time I had to do this. And then there are all millions of 
little tiny bits of detail doodads that had to be made from scratch too. I 
never did find that kit bashing would work; they all had to be hand cut  
from styrene. 

I agreed to the project and then thought, “What have I done?!?”.  I 
found, on the net, a plan drawn by the designer Harry Lange. It was 
small and low resolution but big enough to enlarge and enhance. 

Later I found, if I had ever paid more attention to my Facebook 
messenger, I would have seen that the very talented Jeffery Wargo had 
sent me a better enlarged version of the same plan. 



 

I enlarged it to scale and using Adobe Acrobat I printed it out in sections 
and taped them together. I have found this works very well if not a bit 
of a task taping all the pieces together. In the past, using printing 
services, that they would often give me back the plans on one sheet 
and they were useless because they were anywhere from a 1/6th to an 
1/8th inch off. 



 

I met, through my dear friend Randy Neubert, Christopher Adrian. Both 
these guys are modeling genius. Randy told me about Chris and his 
desire to help me. He had a laser cutter and other skills that might 
speed things up a bit and that they did. 

Chris cut the girders for the unfinished section of the wheel. He also cut 
out some of the facing panels with the windows for the quarter panels 
of the wheel. He cut the center hub hanger bay entrances. 

Chris lives in Oakland CA and I, in Ventura CA. We found it difficult to 
synchronize due to distance and lack of time. So there were 
discrepancies there that we simply didn’t have time to solve. It wasn’t 
anyone’s fault and I just needed to get in there and go or I wouldn’t 



make it. I did use the hub and the girders and that saved me lots of 
time. 

The picture shows the layout to scale. It was the first day and I hand 
drew the shape of the wheel on the brown paper on the work table. It’s 
amazing what you can do with a piece of wood and a nail, one big 
compass. All the markings you see are the widths of the details, 
windows and recesses on the facing panels of the wheel. 

I knew I had to scratch build and mold the facing quarter panels of the 
wheel. 

 



I started with the hub. I went to Lowes and grabbed some PVC to use as 
a basis. Once I had things dimensionally correct I started detailing with 
sheet styrene. 

 

Then I had to make the cones or transitions which I did by making 
paper patterns and then replicating them in sheet styrene. The paper 
patterns showed me that this would actually work, once I had one the 
right size and taper it all fell together. The rest of the details were hand 
cut quickly and placed. You can see here the raised panels being cut to 
add to the transitions. 



 

 





 

Even the capture rings for the spokes were handmade around the PVC 
spokes. Fins were hand-cut as well. You can just see in the background 
the styrene mock-up for the eventual masters of the front panels with 
the windows.  

What allowed the spokes to connect to the hub firmly was an internal 
wood block structure; I failed to get pictures of I built out of 2x4 stock. 
It was a box so it allowed the bay area to remain open. I drilled holes 
into the wooden blocks that accepted the spokes and allowed for easy 
adjustments. 



The nearly finished master for the hub.





 

By day 7, I was ready to make a silicone mold of the hub using 1065 
silicone. And I just started cutting out the windows by hand on the 
panels. 

You can just see the wooden compass I made. The holes drilled in it 
were used to mark the exact locations of the raised panels and window 
trenches. The curves had to be true and using this method worked very 
well. 

I would stick a pencil in the holes and push the compass around to 
make the exact curves. I did this for the TOS Enterprise, that I made 
years ago, to get the concentric lines in the large saucer section. 

 



 

Here is the one panel I made. Primered and ready to mold it was built 
using all styrene. The raised areas between the windows were .90 
styrene and also hand cut. Getting curves this accurate was a hard one 
and it took several passes before I got it right. 

The plan was to mold this panel in silicone and make many resin 
castings to make all the quarter panels. 

Additionally I cut small styrene bits to detail the raised strips. 



Mounted on glass with CA before latup.



Styrene strips to the side were precut before making the silicone 
capture box. 



 I then built a styrene wall around it to capture the silicone. 



 

You can see the silicone is poured here. This silicone was the last 
of the clear prosthetic grade silicone I had left over from the 
Moonwatcher mask. It was time to use it up before it went bad 
and does make excellent molding material as well. I tinted it red 
to better see the detail in the mold once cast. 



I then poured up a tool stone for a mother supporting mold.



Once hardened I could remove the styrene box and open the 
mold.



The result was a nice mold with all the detail I could make as 
many panels as I needed. 

The plan was to make up a complete quarter panel, mold and 
make sections to connect. 



So I started to assemble and quarter panel for a master; I used .90 
styrene to make the bulkheads. The bottom of the panels tapered 
in and I had to make a template to get that exact. It took a few 
tries, but I got it.





Things squared up very well with a level and a square.





 

I did all of it (with the exception of the resin cast front sections) in 
styrene the modeler’s friend. It came out well. 



Here I’m starting to cut water based clay EM210. No time to make 
wood cut out flat layups. Clay is fast and you can go very quickly.



 



The completed layup ready for capture walls and silicone.



Silicone is poured and we wait for it to cure up.



I made a BJB 1065 mother mold.You can see the clay for the first 
side has bee removed and cleaned up. Next was to Vasiline the 
surfaces, clayup a capture wall and pur silicone for the second 



half.

 

I made the molds of both the hub parts and the quarter panels 
which all went well but at day 12 a new disaster I was unaware of 
was one the horizon. 



Starting the clay layup for the hub in water based clay.





Molding the spokes I later ended up scratch building each spoke.



You see the second half of the hub being cast in silicone and the 
layup for the girders.



Mother molds were made from matt glass and two part resin BJB 
1065 on the smaller parts.



Once I opened the quarter panel mold was pretty good. You can 
see the staggered seam line ruining down the middle separating 
the two halves.



Panel mold put back together it was time to cast a product. I 
would pour in the two part resin and hand rotate the mold for an 
even-hallow cast part. Not easy because the molds were heavy.



Working on the second half of the hub mold. 



I made some successful castings from the hub and quarter panel 
molds made in Alumilite White which has always worked well for 
me until now.



Molds and more molds. 



Molds for the girders ready to cast product from.



A look inside the hub section mold 



By day 19 I was feeling pretty good like I had a chance in hell. I 
could see the panels worked well and the hub was on the way. 
What could possibly go wrong? Never ask that. 



Pretty good size I put my arm in the shot for reference.



I was excited when I could finally see and entire wheel and all the 
hub parts.



Looking down into the bay from the top of the stairs of our 
second story 



I just had to light up a few windows with the strip lighting Randy 
Neubert sent us.





I started the unfinished section.



 I started priming parts, cutting out windows and doing a bit of 
test lighting. Things were looking good. I had something I could 
work with now and it was all downhill, I thought. 

Then disaster struck. I was on day 28 by now and when I came 
into the shop in the morning I discovered that the Alumilite white 
I have always used was sagging under the weight on the structure. 
This had never happened before. Either I got a bad batch or 
something else was wrong and they changed the formula. I knew I 
had a real problem on my hands and an understructure to support 
it would be way too time-consuming to do. 

I didn’t have time to experiment with different resins and waste 
money. I knew what would work, good old fashion scratch 



building without molds. Just get in there and build sections out of 
styrene. 

The sagging was just awful. I checked the quarter panels. They 
were the same. No way  I could use these parts I through them all 
in the trash. 



 

I ordered BJB 808 a similar material I had worked with before and 
started casting new front panel sections. No time to waste I would 
have to build each section as I did the master for the quarter 
panel. 



By the level and the square





Slowly but surely I replaced every single panel built from scratch 
and it was true, lightweight and strong. 





The comparison between the cast quarter panels and the scratch 
built were obvious. But I was at day 30. 

I kept at it trying to ignore the time. 



Building another panel - These went faster than I would have 
thought and I was pulling up the rear.









 

The connectors for the spokes to the wheel were made out of 
wood. I made one detailed it and made a mold in Silone to make 
resin parts. The spokes plugged right into these connectors. 

It was really starting to shape up but still the clock ticked. 



By this point I was feeling hopeful but there was still so much to 
do. I didn’t have any help it was me alone and this big model.





 

Things were clearly matching up at this point. 





I built a stand to support it upright so I could turn it and continues 
assembly. You can see the new resin connectors. This was easy to 
take apart, work on and put back together again. I did this over 
and over. 





 

The beginnings of the unfinished wheel started to take shape. Day 
32 at this point. I could actually lift the entire model together off 
the stand and place it face down. It was quite light considering all 
the plastic. 





 

With most of the main structure there it was endless cutting and 
adding styrene doodads. I thought it would never end. 





Day 36 and I’m starting to sweat less. I started painting the 
sections. This meant taking it apart which was stressful. One 
wrong move and I’d set myself back. Lifting it off and on off the 
stand was scary too. 



 

More painting and placing on more doodads 



Getting the unfinished bay lit up in red was pretty cool. This was 



looking the part more and more as I went along.

 

The lighting was simple LED strip lighting. Everything was provided 
by Voodoo EFX and Randy Neubert from the LEDS to the power 
supply and hook up wire. It was the easy part. I put frosted clear 
plastic behind all the window sections and they diffused the light 
well. 

I still need to close up the panel’s trailing edge which I left open to 
install the lighting and windows. 





 

I also had to freehand an interior for the bays, all styrene and eye 
balling. The interior was built with an ascending taper to give the 
illusion of it being deeper than it was. It worked as the depth was 
quite shallow. 





Day 45 and still the panels were open. I needed to close those 
next and add lots of random detail. I also had to go around and 
plug every light leak. 



At this point I’m closing up the panels and detailing. I started hand 
cutting tons of styrene for raised details. 



Then there was this structure. I scratched my head for awhile 
before I came up with a solution.





 All those cables and supports running the length of the spokes 
times 8. I used music wire, styrene and aluminum tubing to create 
the look. At day 49 time was running out. I was exhausted.  



Here’s what they looked like as I assembled them. They were later 
primered and painted.



Placing them on one by one was nerve racking. I would tack one 
end in place and carefully move the other to be as straight as 
possible before securing it down with a healthy dose of ca.



Wow! It’s looking good from a few steps back.



Feeling a bit crazy, I took this selfie. I knew I had it now. But still I 
had little details and painting to do. I turned off all the lights in the 
studio and went around with Tulip fabric paint and filled light 
leaks and touched up paint as I went. 





 

 



 It was day 55 and it was nearly done. My dear friend Eliot Brown 
had made at the last minute a small Orion from scratch that was 
amazing.  

Amazing it got there on the day the museum shippers arrived. 
Eliot is no stranger to good modeling and this model was a 
composition of brass etched parts he made and resin cast parts 
from silicone molds he made. The masters were all scratched built 
too. Amazing! This man has saved my butt so many times I have 
lost count! 

So at long last it looked finished and with a few days to spare I left 
the lights burning to be safe about the electronics and checked for 



sagging. None showed up. All was good. Here are a few beauty 
shots. 

 

















 

The model was just done. (I still found things and picked at it until 
the last day) when the shippers arrived from the Bay Area in a 
Mercedes van. I was skeptical that anyone could ship this model 
without damaging it but the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art 
director assured me these guys could handle it. 

As it turned out, he was right. I watched and took pictures of their 
every move and, I must say, I was impressed. They were amazing. 
I knew the model was safe in their hands. 

Here is a sequence of packing pictures I took. 















 







 

The next amazing thing that happened is it arrived safe and 
sound. But the real adventure was about to begin. The museum 
planned to hang this 40 pound fragile model from the ceiling. You 
can only imagine the horrors that ran through my mind.  

But I have to say these guys were the most consummate 
professionals I have ever worked with. Their engineers hung that 
model exactly in the position I recommended. With the model 
turned so the spokes were in an X pattern the load was more 
evenly distributed to prevent any sagging over time. The model 
has been hanging now for nearly 6 moths lighted and without any 
problems. 



 



 

The panel thanks Chris Adrian for his contributions and Randy 
Neubert. 

I couldn’t have done this without their help or Adam’s constant 
moral support as I struggled through a project that really there 
wasn’t the time to do correctly. 

But the story doesn’t end here. The Exhibit ends in February and 
the model will be returned to its home at SNG Studios. 



I could have never imagined the journey Kubrick’s amazing film 
would take me on and continues to do so. I feel a part of this film. 
Gary Lockwood and Dan Richter and their rich stories have made 
me feel part of the inner sanctum of Kubrick and this amazing 
film. I am truly blessed. 

Next story will be about the Starchild and how Adam Savage 
helped me get it right.  


